COMPATIBILITY WITH GE HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS
M*Modal top-ranking speech and artificial intelligence (AI) powered solutions are engineered specifically to
support the GE Centricity™ EHR system. The M*Modal and GE partnership is focused on optimizing the user
experience of our joint clients to improve physician adoption and satisfaction, as well as the overall quality of
clinical documentation.
By speech enabling GE Centricity, M*Modal solutions drive faster creation of comprehensive clinical notes
directly in the EHR. M*Modal leverages proprietary Speech Understanding™, which is far more than just
speech-to-text technology as it includes natural language understanding for contextual understanding of the
physician narrative for unparalleled out-of-the-gate accuracy.

Certified and Easy-to-Use Solutions
GE Centricity is fully supported by M*Modal solutions and services, which have been collaboratively certified
for use in the GE environment. Using a single, cloud-hosted user speech profile, M*Modal solutions seamlessly
allow physicians of any medical specialty to capture the complete narrative using any workflow and any device
from any location. These solutions include:
•

Front-End Speech Recognition: M*Modal Fluency Direct® is consistently top ranked for its superior
performance and reliability in capturing the physician’s spoken word directly in EHR fields. With M*Modal
Fluency Direct, GE Centricity users can conversationally create, review, edit and sign clinical notes directly
in EHR templates. All medical specialties and subspecialty vocabularies are supported, as are the use of
customized templates, macros and a library of voice commands.
Consistently Best in KLAS
#1 Speech Recognition: Front End EMR

•

Mobile Documentation: With M*Modal Fluency Mobile®, clinicians can capture the patient narrative
from any device and any care setting: the clinic, the office or an exam room. After the physician selects
a patient from the mobile device, the completed narrative automatically populates in GE Centricity.

•

Transcription Services: As the largest provider of medical transcription services in the world, M*Modal is a
trusted and reliable partner to leading healthcare organizations, continuously delivering unmatched quality
assurance, turnaround times and overall cost effectiveness.

To find out more, visit our website at mmodal.com or contact us at 866-542-7253.
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